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Abstract
Construction of Breakwater requires large volumes of appropriately graded rock. Geological
characteristics and blasting practices at the quarry determine the gradation of the quarried rock. If the
gradation of quarried rock does not meet design requirements, there is wastage of quarried rock or additional
cost to reprocess it to meet requirements. This work utilizes mathematical models to forecast the gradation
of rock from primary blasting. These models are programmed in the form of a spreadsheet to be used for
decision support. By varying the blasting parameters the best fit between requirements and quarry yield can
be found. In addition, a genetic algorithm based optimization model to determine the optimal values is also
developed and illustrated with an example.
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Introduction
Breakwater construction involves quarrying, transportation and placing large volumes of appropriately
graded rock. The large volumes of rock required and the gradation specified usually necessitates dedicated
quarries for the project. Ideally, based on the geology of the quarry and blasting methods, the blasting
pattern can be designed to ensure that the rock yield from primary blasting is close to the specified gradation.
However, common practice is to produce large size rocks through primary blasting and then break these
down to required specifications using secondary blasting. (Carlos, et. al. 1995) This process adds to the cost
of the operation and results in considerable wastage of materials.
One of the key reasons for the current practice is that there are no standardized methods and decision
support tools available to assist in forecasting the quarry yield for quarry characteristics and alternate blasting
patterns (Clarke et. al. 2005). The objective of this work is to propose a decision support methodology
based on available models and develop a tool to implement the methodology. The work utilizes the Rosin
Rammler model (Vrijling et. al. 1990) to forecast quarry yield. A spreadsheet is used to encode the workflow
of the methodology. In addition, the optimization features of the spreadsheet are used to automate the
selection of the blasting parameters to minimize excess material. The utility of the tool is illustrated using an
example.
Proposed Methodology
Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed methodology. The design specifications for a particular
section of the breakwater are considered as the initial input to the process. It is assumed that the design of
the breakwater is frozen and the blasting parameters can be varied to ensure quarry yield obtained matches
with the given design requirements.
The design requirement is based on the coastal parameters and properties of rock available in the quarry.
The requirements will specify the various sections of the break water and the required gradation of rock for
each section. Figure 2 shows typical sections of a breakwater and Figure 3 shows the rock demand
requirements for the sections. The yield of the quarry must match with the demand to ensure adequate
supply of materials with minimum wastage.
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As shown in Figure 1, the yield of the quarry is based on geological characteristics (Rock Intact
properties) of the quarry and blasting pattern utilized. Detailed mathematical models have been formulated
to estimate the quarry yield.

Figure 1 Proposed Methodology – Optimal use of Quarry

Figure 2 Typical Section of Rubble Mound Breakwater
Model for Quarry Yield:
The quarry yield for this work is calculated using the equation specified by equation (1): (Latham, et. al.
2006a) (Latham, et. al. 2006b)
Y = 1 – exp{-0.693(Dy/Db50)nRRD}
(1)
Where:
Dy -

Specific particle size

Db50 - 50% passing sieve size in the blast pile
nRRD - Rosin–Rammler uniformity index for sizes
Db50 is given by Kuznetsov equation; this suggests that average size is controlled by specific charge.
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Db50 = 0.01. A . (V/Q)0.8 . Q0.167 . (E/115)0.633

(2)

Where:
A = rock factor – calculated by equation (3)
Q = charge concentration per blast hole (kg)
V =volume of rock broken per blast hole (m )
E =relative weight strength of explosive (ANFO= 100, TNT=115);

Figure 3 Demand Chart - Breakwater

Rock factor A:

A = 0.06(RMD + JF +RDI + HF)

(3)

Where
RMD (Rock mass description): 10 if powdery or friable, = JF if vertically jointed, 50 if massive rock
JF (Joint Factor): Joint Plane Spacing term (JPS) +Joint Plane Angle term (JPA)
JPS = 10 if average Principal Mean Spacing (PMS) <0.1 m; 20 if 0.1 < average PMS < to 1 m;
50 if average PMS>1 m.
JPA = 20 if dipping out of face, 30 if striking perpendicular to face, 40 if dipping into face
RDI = Rock Density Influence=0.025ρr (kg/m3) −50
HF = Hardness factor=E/3 if E<50, or UCS/5 if>50, depending on uniaxial compressive strength
UCS (MPa) or Young's Modulus E (GPa).
ρr = Rock Density
nRRD in equation (1) is determined using Cunningham's uniformity index formula
nRRD = X (2.2 – 14B/d){0.5(1+S/B)}0.5(1-W/B)
((|(BCL-CCL)| /L)+0.1)0.1L/H
Where
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d = borehole diameter (mm)
B = burden (m)
S = spacing (m)
BCL = bottom charge length (m)
CCL = column charge length (m)
L = total charge length above grade (m)
H = bench height or hole depth (m)
W = standard deviation of drilling error (m)
X = Design Pattern (Square pattern=1, Staggered pattern= 1.1)
Using the above models the yield of the quarry can be calculated. The yield of the quarry is expressed as
the % of each rock grade range. The yield can be varied based on the following 4 key blasting parameters
Charge Length, Burden, Spacing and Bench height. These are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Quarry Blasting Parameters
The % of rock yield from the quarry in each fraction can be varied by altering the blasting patterns.
Figure 5 shows three alternate yield curves and a comparison to the demand.
Breakwater Demand Curve
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Figure 5 Alternate Quarry Yield vs Demand
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In com
mparing the altternatives it caan be seen thaat (i) For Case A, the yield of
o smaller sizee rock is more than
the deman
nd and larger rock
r
is less thaan demand. This
T leads to wastage
w
as the excess smalleer rock cannott be
used and additional
a
quaarrying has to be done to geet adequate larrge size rock. (ii)
( For case B the yield of
smaller sizze rock is less than demand and the yield of some fracttions of largerr rock are morre than deman
nd, in
this case th
he larger rockk can be brokeen up using secondary blastiing to meet th
he requiremen
nts of the smalller
rock. (iii) For
F case C, th
he yield of sm
maller rock, is much
m
less than
n the demand and the yield of large rock is
much high
her, in such a case, extensivve secondary blasting
b
is requuired to break the excess larrge rock to meeet
the seconddary rock requuirements andd this will be att a significant additional cosst. Of the thrree cases
presented,, Case B is thee preferred alternative as thee primary yieldd is close to th
he demand an
nd a minimal
amount off secondary bllasting is needded to meet th
he final deman
nd requiremen
nts.
Using the
t models an
nd methodologgy presented above
a
a spreaddsheet was deeveloped to assist with the
selection of
o the blastingg parameters w
which can resuult in minimiziing the wastagge as well as cost of secondary
blasting op
peration.

Figure 6 Data Input Sh
heet
Spreadsh
heet Developm
ment and Ussage
The sp
preadsheets deeveloped to m
model the process are shown
n in Figure 6 and
a Figure 7. Figure 6 show
ws
the sheet in
i which all th
he variables rellated to quarryy properties and
a blasting arre entered. Th
he four decisio
on
variables are
a entered in this sheet (Buurden, Charge Length, Spaccing and Bench
h Height). Baased on these
variables the
t
% reten
ntion of each size is calculaated and the esstimates of quuarry yield in % of each sizee are computedthis is disp
played in Figure 7. The totaally volume off rock has to be
b estimated based
b
on the topography off the
quarry andd blasting patttern. The voluume of rock yield
y
for each size
s is calculatted using the total
t
volume and
a
volume in
n each fraction
n. A comparison between the
t design rocck requiremen
nt and the quarrry yield gives the
excess rocck for that section.
The low
wer part of th
he second spreeadsheet repreesents the seco
ondary blastin
ng in the form of a matrix. The
T
rows & co
olumns represent that size o
of rock. As sm
maller rock can
n be obtained from larger rock
r
(but not vice
v
versa) the cells above th
he diagonal rep
present the quuantity of smaaller rock whicch can be obtaained from a
particular row representting the largerr size through secondary blaasting.
To usee the tool in a decision supp
port mode the values of the decision paraameters can bee entered in th
he
first sheet and based on
n the wastage o
obtained the decision
d
makeer can adjust th
he values until minimal wasstage
o be able to op
ptimize the ussing an approp
priate method.
is obtainedd. An alternatted usage is to
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Figure 7 Results
R
Sheet
n Model
Optimization
In the man
nual mode a number
n
of opttions will havee to be explored to arrive att the optimal decision
d
parameters. To
T automate this
t process th
he use of optim
mization was explored.
e
The initial formuulation
objective was to minimize the
t variation b
between the reequirement frraction and thee production fraction.
f
Thee
he fractions wiithin a 5%-7 % range to enssure that prim
mary blasting produced
p
constraints were to limit th
T objective functions
f
and constraints off the model arre
deficit of smaaller rock and an excess of larger rock. The
as follows:
Objective
Minimize

∑

(Producced Fraction - Required Fraction)

EachhGrade

Constraints
% Deficit Pro
oduction (0-2 Tons) <= 0.005
% Deficit Pro
oduction (2-4 tons) <= 0.055
% Deficit Pro
oduction (4-6 tons) <=0.05
% Excess Pro
oduction (6-100 tons) <=0.07
% Excess Pro
oduction (> 100 Tons) <=0.07
Initially th
he solution of the model waas attempted with
w solver avaailable in Exceel. However, as
a there were
logical statem
ments in the sp
preadsheet mo
odel, the solverr was not ablee to map the in
nput parameteers to outputs
in continuouss space. As a result
r
the soluttions obtainedd from these attempts
a
were not valid.
A Geneticc Algorithm (G
GA) can map input to outpuut without thee need for con
ntinuous spacee
representation
n. The spreaddsheet based G
GA - Evolver was used to represent
r
the optimization
o
m
model
and
solve it. Figuure 8 shows th
he settings screeen in Evolverr.
The inputs were restrictted to integerss and the rangge of each inpuut parameters was also speccified. In
he objective off minimizing tthe excess rocck, a model wh
hich required the
t deficit andd excess rock
addition to th
to be balancedd to archive a target value o
of 0 was also run.
r
A popullation size of 50
5 was specifiied with the
default crosso
over and mutaation parameteers. For the co
onstraints speccified the soluution convergeed within 10
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generation
ns to the targeet value. Tablle 1 shows thee values obtain
ned for a case study of a reccently completed
breakwateer project. Th
he correspondding demand and
a yield graph
hs are shown in Figure 9.
Optim
mization was also attempted by narrowingg the deficit an
nd excess rangges in the consstraints. This
would pro
ovide a theorettically perfect answer; howeever, after num
merous attemp
pts no valid so
olutions were
obtained.
The op
ptimization model was prim
marily developeed to investigaate the applicaability of moddeling the dem
mand
yield prob
blem and feasib
bility of generrating results. Based on thiss preliminary study
s
a more detailed
optimizatiion models can
n be developeed. A natural extension
e
is to
o consider the cost of secon
ndary blasting also
in the moddel and optim
mize both stagees to ensure minimum
m
wastage and cost of
o the operatio
on.

Figure 8 Genetic Alggorithm Basedd Evolver Moddel
Summaryy
This sttudy effectivelly illustrated h
how the efficieency of a comp
plex task such
h as quarry pro
oduction planning
for breakw
waters can be improved
i
usin
ng appropriatee quantitative models impleemented in a spreadsheet.
s
T
The
quantitativve models useed have been vvalidated on numerous
n
quarrries; the accurracy of the forecasts will
depend on
n the applicability of these m
models to quaarry under con
nsideration. This
T field validation can be done
d
during thee trial blasting stage of quarrry study. Furtther, the optim
mization offerrs potential to automate thee
decision process
p
in seleccting the apprropriate blastin
ng parameterss. Continuingg work in this area is focuseed on
applying th
he models to live projects aand further reffining the optiimization moddels.
Table 1. O
Optimization Results
R
for a Breakwater
B
Prroject
Requuired
Fracttion

Produuction
Voluume

Production

D
Deficit

Over
O
Prodduction

Filter
Layer/Core//Toe
Armor (0--2)

0.8883

0.8837

7332,192

399,915

-

Secondary Armor
A
(2-4)

0.0444

0.0042

36,916

Primary Arm
mor
(4-6)

0.0551

0.0021

18,933

255,865

-

Primary Arm
mor
(6-10)

0.0222

0.0024

200,837

-

1,921

Class of Matterial
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1,2254

-
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>10 ton

0

0.070

65,113

-

65,113

TOTAL

1.000

1.000

873,991

67,034

67,034

Fraction Req/Prod

Quarry Yield Vs Breakwater Demand
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Figure 9 Yield vs. Demand Curve
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